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CITY COLLECTION

Forget cold, minimalist interiors. Today’s contemporary style is all about spaces that are attractive,
welcoming and comfortable. With CITY, the contemporary collection of HURTADOS’s
EVOLUTION line, you can create sensational interiors that mix soft, balanced lines with refined
details. Just watch, imagine and start creating!
Made of the finest veneers, the CITY collection puts a lot of emphasis on line and form to
provide spaces with energy and elegance at the same time. It includes a full range of versatile
home furnishings that can be used to design different ambiences, from classic interiors to the
most contemporary.
As in all the EVOLUTION collections, the visual impact of CITY is improved by a subtle interplay
of geometric shapes, manufacturing skills, top quality materials and fine details.
Wood plays a big role with pieces that can be veneered in natural walnut, maple, rosewood and
oak. The grain of wood is always respected and enhanced by skilled matching effects.
Great personalization is also ensured by a choice of lacquer finishes, different sheen levels
(matte, satin and high-gloss) and the use of more contemporary materials, such as glass and
steel detail.
In dining spaces, the visual impact is given by the skillful play of geometric lines that design the
dining and occasional tables of the collection.
Clean lines, chromed metal bases and glass tops lend a sculptured essence to pieces while
accentuating the contemporary mood.
A chromed metal surrounding frame can be added to headboards for an extra sophisticated touch
in bedrooms. Beds can also be chosen with a luxurious deep buttoned headboard that
maximizes comfort while turning beds into the focal point.
For a fresher look, try the high-gloss white lacquer finish in combination with chromed details and
bases.
The flexible modular system allows endless living room compositions, based on one’s needs
and taste. The alternation of open and closed wall units, complemented with low base units of
different width, modernize the scheme and add a dramatic look.
A choice of chairs, arm chairs and sofas, all of them upholstered in the trendiest fabrics,
participate in creating an environment of great impact.

Design options for bedside tables, chest-of-drawers, sideboards and bar cabinets include also the
possibility to choose between a compact wooden base and a metal base with legs, which is the
best option to lend a lighter visual effect to the scheme.
To maximize functionality, an optional LED interior lighting systems (CE certified and conform
to EU directives EN60598) is also offered. All transformers have thermal protection to turn the
lights off automatically in the event of overheating.
Founded in Valencia, Spain, in 1940, HURTADO enjoys a renowned international reputation for its
excellent furniture collection both in classic and contemporary style. The brand can be found in
more than 50 countries and in the US market with a showroom of more than 1.700 sqm / 18000
sqf located in High Point (North Carolina).
Watch the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOWLSsKpP_w

